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Clapham College 1897 to 1900 

To write an article on the early days of C.C. ; and, as orie of 

the first seven boarders of Clapham College a certain claim is mine. 

In September, 1897, my parents took me to C.C. and left me in 

the care of the Xaverian Bros. I remember well the ·paternal 

care lavished on me by Bro. Paul, to stem the exuberance of my 

joy at having le~t home for the first time.  

The first year was hardly like school. We had 

lessons certainly but also a great deal of freedom. In the second 

year this changed, our numbers were considerably increased and 

C.C. became school indeed. .Brother. Gabriel (R.I.P.) was then Provincial and 

head of Clapham,with Bro. Cuthbert a good second. 

Bro. Cuthbert ·lived .for C.C. and all his efforts were to keep that famous flag 

flying, which he indeed did. with flying colours. His one fear was that C.C. 

might be disgraced. \¥e survived thanks to that magnetic force of a man who 

had the courage to put 40 of us in for Oxford exams, knowing that we would all 

pass. And indeed we did,' for not one dared fail, th1:1s layipg the foundation of 

that great edi.1cational centre· of South London. ·- · 

We all owe Bro. Cuthbert" a debt"we can never repay .. He was 

untiring in his zeal and his one thought was our good. Meeting 

him recently he said to me, <t I taught you no wrong lad" and 

indeed he did not. He had tl!e interest of every boy at heart and· 

his one wish was to see each boy a credit to C.C. All were. \\'ell 

nearly all. God help him who wasn't: 

Cuthie, as he was known strictly among ourselves, although a 

man with a large heart could and did instil terror· even into the 



stoutest heart. Many a time I quaked, when the object of that 

withering eagleeye and that tongue. Oh the inexhaustible supply 

of words. Often after a strenuOJ.lS spell of real hard work, while~ 

taking a short rest (unknown I hoped to Cuthie) was I brought to 

earth. "Mc.Fadden, your idleness does me sadden, whereas your 

industry should me gladden, go on l\k.Fadden," Oh, and, u Did 

ye speak lad ? I'll speak ye." _ The Horror of \Vednesday mornings is stillfresh 

in my mind. 

" I'm going to turn the board round " (and he did in a whirlwind). 

"There are twelve algebras. _ Not a budge tilJ they're all right.". 

How I hated Myers who could get them right. I never could, and 

so spent most of ·my half holidays "Twisting necks (of Algebras) 

and drawing blood " with the neroniah Cuthie in attendance to· 

witness. the gruelling dueL . I was always vanquished. Ever sec 

Cuthie do the first book of Euclid in as many minutes ·as there are· . 4  

propositions? If not, you missed a treat in electrical cartoons. 

One thing above all for which we have to thank him is the way he taught us 

Catechism 

He never smoked ~~ not· wishing to make a chimney of his bougie organ. n · · 

They were happy days and we made the most of them. Football and cricket 

were for those who could do Algebra. For obvious ·.reasons I seldom played 

either game. 

Myers and I produced a play called u His only way ! ·" Our 

efforts were discountenanced by Cuthie, not from want of sympathy 

·but because he thought we should not do the college justice. I 

remember writing home for curtains- and other effects. The 

·refectory tables formed the platform, and goalposts tied to the 

legs supported the curtain. The personal, :Myers, Turner, Glyser, 

Kirkham and myself; all agreed that the play was an unparallelled 



success. . The following year Cuthie swelling with emulation became 

l1imself producer with "The Turned Head," which resulted in 

another great success. You remember that flowing Cuthbertian 

melody " Down by t4e Stream " ? Ah, those were the days ! 

vVhat would we have done without Bro. Paul? Everyone 

loved him. I wonder how many shirts he mended. He is still 

carrying on the good work. Then there was our revered (yes 

revered) organist, Bro. Bernardine, and his classic bearing. He is 

now headmaster of Clapham. and English Provincial, Bro. Stanislaus 

I liked best at centre half on my side. Oh those games against 

Manor House, with Bro. Francis ·centre, Bros. Denis and Ignatius, 

l)acks, Solman and Fitzgerald left wing, my brother Rupert and 

Athersmith I think on the right and Bro. Dominic left half. 

I must not forget Bro. Joseph the fiddler and his sartorial, dwelling over the one 

time domiciliary residence of quadrupeds of the equine species (with apologies 

to Cuthie). . Many other incidents might be recalled, but not, I fear, by me. 

·1\Iy power of retrospection has reached its limit in the foregoing attempt to 

recollect some of the doings in the early days of C.C. 

REv. B. Mc.FADDEN. 

 

Scientific Socierty 1932. This session the society seems to have taken a new 

lease of life. The average age of the members has increased, and their 

enthusiasm redoubled. We have received the influx of fresh blood which we 

needed so much. The lectures so far show. that we do not lack talent. Mr. Butler 

kindly opened the session with an edifying lecture on, " The Discovery of the 

Circulation of the blood," which he concluded by dissecting a sheep's heart. N. 

Comber gave an interesting lecture on "The History of British Postage Stamps," 

iri which he traced the postal history of Great Britain, and D. Hicks lectured on 

u Cocoa and Chocolate," in which he gave some account of the cultivation and 

production of cocoa. . · A party, representing the Society, visited the" Star" 

printing works, and arrangements are being made for visits to a number of the 

great manufacturing firms. N. Comber 



 

B.B. Scientific Society 1933. The progress made by this Society during the 

earlier part of the Christmas Term continued for the rest of that term and for 

the· Easter Term: . The Christmas Term was concluded with ail interesting 

lecture: by P. Reynier on "The Manufacture of Soap," in which he explained 

every little detail. Owing to the shortness of the term, and the fact that the 

electric cable to the laboratory was broken part of the time, only three lectures 

were given during the Easter Term. Br. Dunstan gave a lecture on "Optical 

Delusions " a subject thoroughly appreciated by all, and especially by the 

younger members. N. Comber lectured on "The Evolution of the Horse," in 

which he gave a brief outline of the horse from its earliest days. D. A. Hicks: 

gave a lecture on “The History of Buildings in England." In this, he traced 

building from Prehistoric ages right down to the: present day, paying special 

attention to Pevensey and district. The session concluded with the annual 

social, a report of which was given in the Clapham Observer. The catering was 

arranged by D. Minch and    R. P. Banks, and the entertainments by D. A. Hicks. 

and E. A. Hodges.                D. A. HICKS 

 

O.B 1933 - My knowledge of Old Boys about whom-I could write is somewhat 

limited, but nevertheless I have resolved to do my best. The story J have to tell 

concerns an old boy who went to work as a mining engineer on the South 

African Veld. He was prospecting for minerals and after several weeks spent in· 

fruitless search through uncharted jungle, was accidentally separated from the 

rest of the -party. Some nomadic tribes captured him, and he was confined in a 

native hut in which the only opening was ·a small window about six inches 

square. He was held as a captive in this way for about three weeks when one 

day the camp appeared to be in a state of great excitement. It seemed that 

every member of the tribe came, to peer at him through. the small window. 

Finally, he realised that preparations were being made to sacrifice him at 

sunrise. That night he was unable to rest, and the events of his life passed 

slowly through his mind. He thought of his days at C. C. and suddenly 

remembered that his annual sub. to the Old Boys Association had not been· 

paid. He "felt so small” that he was able to crawl through the window and was 

found by a search party the next day. Maybe not a true story, but one to get 

those “elusive annual subs”! B. DUDLEY SULLY.  

 



1900 to 1905 In those times the teacher had to pretend to teach all subjects, 

whether he was able to or not ; and more than that, the boy looked up to him 

as an infallible guide to knowledge with a sort of " editor's decision is final." It 

would never do to show a pupil that " teacher" didn't know. He had to know. 

After a magnificent effort to describe Noah's Ark and the procession of animals 

into it .on the final day, the thoughtful youth must ask the question:-" Please 

Bruh, did Noah take fleas into the Ark? " To keep up the aforesaid reputation 

with suitable dignity and· decorum he replied, " \Well, I don't suppose Ire did, 

·but the animals did~" * "* * * The arithmetic lesson does not usuallv call for 

much merriment, but dear old \Vallie Napier would always" persist in getting 

millions over, whenever he did a division of money sum. Naturally he was the 

sort to make his fortune had he not given his life when King · and Country 

called. · ·. * * * * The subject most provocative of humour, at least in: 

examination papers, is of course History.· One question being worded: Give a 

sketch of Henry r, it was a little surprise to see a drawing of the king. Of course 

it was teacher's fault for not sayi~g, " Give a sketch of the life of so and so." 

However, " teacher " merely said, "Can't you do better than that? " and B--

;forthwith complet~d t4e sketch by adding a crown and then handing in the 

paper. (That crowned the joke). I wonder if Jim O'Grady's father would be 

proud of his boy, who declared that Henry the Eighth persecuted the Catholics 

so much .that they hired a boat ·called the. Mayflower and sailed .to America 

on the Pilgrimage of Grace. It was the same terrible Jim who wanted a 

,Geometry lesson to proceed only ·after hearing the Gramophone record 

played giving Alfred Lester's version of Hamlet. It was Bro. Raymund's fault for 

putting it on for his class on the other side of the partition, just when I was 

imparting my version of Pythagoras' Theorem. And Jim's request got granted.  

* * * * The name of Jim makes me think of Jim Murphy relating how he got 

into the Interpreters' Section in the Great Venture; Anyone who knew Jim's 

French in class will appreciate my astonishment on hearing it. The officer asked 

him "Do you speJ!k._It'rench ? " to which he replied, "Like a native, Sir." He did 

not add "of Oireland." * * * * · Talking of the Emerald Isle may make some 

remember that dear Dublin' product Louis Phillips, who was never known to 

smile. When he did forget himself once, the boys benefited to the . 4 extent of 

getting no ~Iithymatics homework to celebrate such an auspicious occasion. 

History did not repeat itself ; he never smiled again. Louis used to get so 

annoyed with Harrington's constant digging him in the ribs and pestering him 

with questions _that he meticulously studded a card with drawing pins, 



p<;>ints outwards, at}d concealed it in his pocket. Harrington failed to sec the 

point of the joke, when next he prodded a dig into Louie's side ! Louie suffered 

much chipping over that Hunnish revenge. * * * * On one occasion, I was 

rather taken aback by the requc,st, " Please, •Bruh, can I go home, I've broken 

my leg? " Bru Hawthorn with his wooden leg had been playing football and, 

had fallen down. Incidentally this did not detract from his being a good 

swimmer. * * * , After having fi1led the board "·~ith something to copy out, 

and the board being the swivel typ~ and rather low, I dared to lift the heavy 

slate and support on a .form, the better to view, ·but in' struggling to get it 

down, it seemed to get the better of the affair; and I got framed up. I was told 

it was too good a sight to miss a laugh over-but I didn't. ~ * * * Scripture too 

gets its share of misrepresentation. On studying the early part of the Acts, C. 

Cuss· was reading about Judas going and " hanged himself with a halter and~ 

all his bowels gushed out,'~ but turning over two leaves instead of one, it read 

" and the lot fell on Matthias," but of course "teacher" didn't mind. On another 

occasion I happened to get 'to the words " Get hehi'ncl m~ Satan " just as Bob 

Price strolled in late. . * * * * · The1i again Science m~tst take a hand ·in this. 

No doubt Lem{ Essayie will not forget frying to extinguish burning Pp()sphorus 

by .dabbing his hand on it. That hole in the hand took months to heal. I wonder 

if the Huns got a sniff of any of Vanek's products ! His main object in chemistry. 

seemed to be to invent the most abominable stink conceivable. It is now no 

wonder that Fred Dallow's imaginative drawings of possible· manufacturing 

methods were not so fanciful or impossible of accomplishment. He is in very 

truth an electrical expert. * * * * · I hope my readers will permit me to add a 

further one. King Charles was led out to execution on a cold morning ... clad 

only hi his shirt. Cromwell afterwards said he had .never seen him look so 

kingly as on that eventful day. . * * * * .Possibly the foregoing effusion is like 

the small boy's description of a Parable as a heavenly story \\'ith no earthly 

meaning. . . · Out of the mouths of infants and of sucklings thou·hast perfected 

praise. A. MYTH. 

 

C.C. Clapham College 1909-1914. The ·present instalment brings this history up 

to the close of the Pre-War era. This must sound like History with a vengeance 

io many of my" readers. During this period that famous " G.O.l\L" of the 

Xaverian ·Order-Brother Cuthbert was in command of the College, and .was 

assisted by Brothers Bernadine, Mathias, Vincent, Gerald, Dominic, Stephen 

and Ignatius. These Brothers were the form ·masters. 'There were ~ight forms, 



the three top ones being named ·after the summit of their ambitions, namely 

the Oxford Senior, Junior .and Preliminary examinations. The late Brother Louis 

replaced Bro. Bernadine as "O.C. the Seniors," and was subsequently replaced 

by Brother Raymond. Brother Sebastian replaced Brother Dominic and Brother 

Dunstan-Brother Stephen. Brothers Edward and Paul were at the College even 

in those far distant days, and may I be allowed to say that they do not look a 

year older today. Without a very intimate knowledge of life at the College    

today it is difficult to indicate all the changes effected by the passage of time. 

To enumerate a few, however, there were no Houses in the College and the 

present Concert Stage was Form IV classroom in which the writer commenced 

his studies (?) at the beginning of the period under review. Another great 

difference .is to be seen in the personnel of the students. At that time about 40 

or so per cent of the boys were boarders, many of whom hailed from abroad; 

Siam, South American Republics (various) Portugal, Persia, Spain, Italy, France, 

Germany-Austria-Hungary, Russia are a few called to mind ; but I am supposed 

to be writing History not Geography. 

Chemistry-known in those days as " Stinks " (I expect it is) was an “extra " 

subject until about 1912 or 1913 and was taken at night on one or two 

evenings a week by Mr Woodhouse. No other scientific subjects were studied 

until 1913-I4 when the Physics laboratory was opened, and that subject was 

added to the curriculum. Passing from the Sciences to the Fine Arts is a 

comparatively easy step in a review such as this. Drawing was taught in the 

three upper forms on· Saturday morning by Mr. Bartholomew. The piano and 

violin were “extras" under the direction of Messrs. Hydleman and Ritchie 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Drill was undergone form by form for about an hour one day in each week. Forming fours, etc. was 

directed by an ex-regular sergeant who had fought in the Boer War. The upper forms were given rifle 

drill, not shooting of course, but " slope arms " and that sort of thing. The rifles used were old 

Martine Henrys but nevertheless in the first glow of enthusiasm they seemed very like the real thing 

which the majority of his pupils were called upon to carry subsequently. 

In 1911 or '12 there came a change in the upper classes in that three Brothers in charge specialised 

and went from form to form teaching their particular subjects. Brother Louis took the English. 

subjects, Brother Mathias " Mithymatics and Brother Vincent languages.  

During the last of these five years there was an incipient outbreak of journalism in the three upper 

classes. The lowest class suffering from what the lawyers call cacoethes scribendi, produced. a 

publication, surreptitiously written and circulated, which rejoiced in the title of " The Preliminary 

Chronicle." · The next form up retaliated with " The Junior Gazette " which slated the miserable 

worms below them for their cheek in having started the venture without permission. The Seniors, 

then entered the fray with “The Senior Wrangler" which slated. all and sundry. After an article 

headed" Drill at the College" in which I remember occurred the words "one boy has even been 

known to have had. nearly two thirds· of a rifle " the three editors, Cremer, McGrath and the writer 

were given to understand in no uncertain terms, that publication must be ceased forthwith. We 

were not sorry as there was by this time (November 4) nothing left in the College to slate.  

Whilst reminiscencing I might perhaps mention what to my mind was the prize excuse for non-

completion of homework (task). It was submitted by Jim Murphy and was to the effect that he has 

been unable to finish as his sister was practising the piano. 

·At the beginning of this period I was, of course, only one of 'I\ 

the small fry and I can therefore deal but' sketchily with those 

"high lights" in the forms physically as well as int~llectually above: ,, 

mine. The following are a few of the boys of that period. Among 1 

the "day boys·" the brothers O'Donohoe, Toole, King, Cummingsr ~ 

Essnie.. Young, Boyle, Hawthorne, Cunningham, Bulbech,. 

Derrington, "Barney" Con, and Peter Precha are among those 

not already mentioned which spring to the memory. The boarders. 

remembered were ~udolph Thorn who seemed nearly to " take 

root," Phil German who played the violin, Derry who played the . 

. piano, Jukes and the brothers Bunting,. Yznaga, Brand. and 

\:Vichelow. 

At the end of this period while we were sitting for the Oxford 

Local examinations and puzzling out those extraordinary conundrums which it has ever been the 

habit of examiners to set for their 

victims, a petty mid-European Royalty of whom we had never 



heard was assa.ssinated in an unknown and unpronounceable town 

in the Balkans. This was however, the spark which touched off 

the powder magazines of Europe and enacted as its toll the deaths 

4  

-of·so many of that generation. The names can be seen on the Roll 

.of Honour so I :\Vill not set· them .down here. 

Of the survivors-one he·ars q'f them more or less occasionally. 

The whereabouts of the O:Donohoes for example need no recounting 

jn these pages. Eddie Boyle has r~cently returned from So~th 

.Africa. Joe Bulbech and Phil German are still in Clapham, the 

·Cummings are in Brixton .and the Youngs in Balham, I think. 

Phil Cunningham and Derry were at the last Annual Dinner. Jim 

.Murphy has settled in.Norbury and the Tooles in Carshalton. · "History should be .documented." I 

am afraid with only 

:his memory to rely upon the writer must plead forgiveness for any 

·chronological inaccuracies, mis~pellings of names or omissions from 

this ·contribution to the History of Clapham College to the title of 

which should be appended the letters.E .. & O.E. . . vV. T. J. DONOVAN. 

 

1914 – 1918 Reminisence – a border 

u~entiniscencea. I9I4-1918. By tl A BOARDER." I dedicate tlzese Reminisce11ces to the .. ~Yaverian 

Brothers of Clapham who resided at the College duri?lg 1914-I9I8 and to whose great care we young 

boarders of' those days when war reached London ' owe our safety. * * * * ·· After reading "A 

l\Iyth's" Reminiscences in the 1932 June Concordia, I should like to carry on, but to strike out into a 

different channel, and to ask the "Old Stagers" who take up this Mag. to hark back to those 

treacherous and troublesome years of I9I4-rgr8, when they took the stage, not as warriors, but as 

youngsters. Let us go back some r8 years when we were " young boarder pests " to dear old Brother 

Cuthbert. Some 6o boarders, most of us grubby youngsters, but full of pep. Eighteen years! It seems 

only· r8 days ago, so vivid is the memory during those past years. Let us go back to one night in rgr6, 

a memory which will live throughout our lives-Rudolph Thorn now-in Brazil, tt Scotchie" Drysdale· in 

India, Henry Boas in India, Cavanagh in South Africa tt Tubby" :Masson in France and a dozen others 

who are now fp.r flung throughout the world-all of.these will remember, as they read this Mag~ 6 I I 

I ,. - The time was somewhere between r and 2 in the early hours of the morning. From somewhere 

in the far distance comes a sullen rumble, then another, nearer. Ignorant of the approaching danger. 

we sleep on_; but only for a few seconds. The dormitory lights flash on for a few minutes. Swiftly but 

quietly along the cubicles come Bros. Ignatius, Dunstan ::-.::.d Raymond, with the words "down stairs 

instantly." It fc:.shes upon. us-a raid-enemy aircraft are approaching London. Instead of fear comes 



excitement -danger is not known' to u.s youngsters. \Vhile London trembles with fear, we gloat over· 

it; not in the fact that death is facing many people, but in the fact that we are having coffee at 2 

o'clock in the morning down in the Refrectory (now the College Hall), which was always known to us 

as our "Dug Out," while Bros. Ignatius and Dunstan calmly, with broom sticks, shoot down Zeps by 

the dozens amid our laughter. Thus we experience our first air raid. Another vivid memory was at 

ro.45 one Saturday morning in rgr7, when from the playground the whole College witnessed the 

great air fight ovet' Central London, while, Leo vValters asked Bro. Raymond if he could go to the City 

so as to be in the middle of it. How many Old Boys who were boarders during that time remember 

on the :tf1ornings after air raids, searching the playground for pieces of Zeps., bombs, etc. In nine 

cases out of ten, of course, what we thought to be coveted pieces of war material were only. chips 

off the water pipes or bicycle shed-but " san fairy ann " Again do you remember how one morning 

after a raid we saw the College cat (" Peter " I think,) with half its tail missing due to flying shrapnel-

at ~east that is what we put it down to. Again let us recollect the holiday in July and August, rgr8, 

when some 20 boarders-Rodgers, the Saunders, Yznki, Thorn and many others, stayed with the 

Brothers at Felpham-on-Sea. One evening about 7 .30, the Coast guard station rE-ported that an 

enemy submarine had been caught in the drag nets just a mile or two off Felpham, and we 

experienced the remarkable sight of destroyers lay,ingdepth charges and their effects. Then came 

the grand Finale November. rrth, rgr8 at II.5 a.m. Bro. Cuthbert announced the Armistice-a day's 

holidaythe mighty yell that rang throughout the College-the crashing of desk lids (many of which 

were brok 

 



FORTY YEARS ON At Harrow they have a school song " Forty Years On ". Although Clapham College 

may not have. the same, I recently came across a programme dated 20th March, 1908, of a school 

entertainment given on the occasion of the Feast of St. Cuthbert, together with one of a concert at 

the school in December of tl)at. year. on the occasion of the Annual Meeting of the Old Boys. The 

Headmaster in 1908 was Bro. Cuthbert, whom many will remember with affection a.s a learned' and 

jovial personality, 'an4 an accomplished musician. The school had an Orchestra and Choir. trained 

under his able direction, which he cond11cted left-handed. Items of his own composition were often 

included in thP. . programme under the thinly - veiled pseudonym "Xaverian ". The piece-de-

resistance of the Choir in 1908 was " Splendente te Deus ", and. splendidly indeed ~vas it played and 

sung. In this same year the school .from the exteli9r looked much the same as to-day, but it had the 

use of a good football pitch on the Common opposite the entrance. Games were coached by two· 



stalwart Brothers, one of whom in earlier years had played for Preston North End. Besides Bro. 

Cuthbert, the leading lights ·of ~he teaching staff were Bro. Bernadine, :Master of Classics, Bro. 

Vincent, later to be Headmaster, and Bros: Lewis, Stephen and Xavier. · In this era of rationing, 

austerity forbids any quotation from the refectory menu ·provided for the Feast of St. Cuthbert. But 

the school certainly did the Old Boys proud in 1908 ! The names of the boys individually taking part 

in the two performances mentioned were C. McKnight, Cylil Martin, F. Moss, Albert Fisher, Terence 

Wheatley, J. Rogerson, Johnny Heileger, Johnny Ritleng, W. Bacon, and ' T. R. RITCHIE (1906- 09). 

 


